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range of spurs flow to join the sea. These are about two or three kilometres distant from Bavikonda hill
and it is found that there is no perennial source of water for the Buddhist site on the hill. This was
compensated by tanks located on the hill itself close to the monastic establishment. Now these tanks are
fully silted.
The coastal area is covered with tropical dry ever-green and thorny forests. Bavikonda and its
environs are covered with thorny scrub jungle now becoming sparse due to over grazing and fuel collec-
tion. Palm trees are wide spread along the coast.
Until the construction of irrigation projects in the recent years, seasonal rains, tanks and wells were
the only source of water for cultivation. Around Bavikonda ragi, korra, bajra, and paddy etc., are grown.
This area of Visakhapatnam forms part of ancient Kalinga. Though the conquest of Kalinga by
Asoka and the reign of Kharavela of Chedi dynasty are landmarks in the early history of this region, it was
the advent of the Satavahanas that heralded the blossoming of Buddhism in the early centuries of the
Christian era. After the Satavahanas, the region faced signs of decline.
The hill of Bavikonda has a wide flat area on the top giving ample scope for building the aroma on
a preconceived plan. In earlier seasonal excavations, a mahastupa, two chaitya halls, two chcdtyagrihas,
three vikaras, two platforms, two halls and other minor structures were exposed. These fall into three
structural phases identified on the basis of structural styles and brick sizes. Three silver coins, one of
Augustus Ceaser and two of Tiberius and another coin of inferior metal, probably of Later Satavahanas
were discovered in the earlier seasons. Further a rim piece of the fabric of rouletted ware and a shred of
the base of a dish containing imitation roulettes were brought to light. These evidences suggest that the
three phases of the site fall within the chronological range of 1st century B.C. to 3rd century A.D. However
these dates are not definite but are only suggested.
A major part of the site was exposed during the earlier seasons. However, some area of the site
.suspected to contain a few more structures was left untapped due to shortage of time and funds. There-
fore, the aim of the present season's excavation is to unearth the structures in that area and complete the
-project.
The following structures are brought to light :
 (1)	A couple of votive stupas raised on a platform,
 (2)	A   stone   votive   stupa,
 (3)	A rectangular  hall with a  cell,
 (4)	A stone paved path connecting the store house with Hall-II identified as library,

